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Abstract. This paper presents a design and implementation of a web-based 
scalable me-centric resource management platform to support pervasive 
applications. The proposed system, LinkMe, builds me-centric overlay network, 
a private network of resources, for managing devices located in the user’s 
situated environment, as permitted resources. A resource may be atomic or a set 
of fine-grained resources. By this resource hierarchy, pervasive applications can 
choose a variety of resources combinations based tasks situated in the physical 
environment. Using web, resources are identified by URI and can be 
manipulated using HTTP verbs. Pervasive application can access resources 
using a set of RESTful APIs. To reduce technical barrier, developers can 
choose proper resources using URI and build a pervasive application easily 
based on web technologies such as HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. 
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1 Introduction 

Recently, embedded devices are in wide spread use in our environment and most 
people use a smartphone with sensors, and other wearable smart devices. These 
devices can collect information about our situated environment to help pervasive 
systems for understanding user context more efficiently. A device has a lot of features 
and can perform a variety of roles depending on situation.  

However, these smart devices can provide their own predefined services but they 
are hard to interoperate among themselves and even harder to compose their 
functionalities. If a pervasive system provides a simple way to access features in the 
device and to compose them from various devices, we can use available resources in 
situated environment more efficiently. For example, we bind volume buttons of the 
smartphone to control a HVAC system for increasing and decreasing temperature in 
the accustomed way. For this reason, we need a more sophisticated resource 
management system and their interaction model. 
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Another problem is that typical pervasive systems do not scale well for different 
situation because these systems provide many different communication approach 
including RMI, CORBA, and SOA, making pervasive applications difficult and time 
consuming for developers to implement.  

The Web is raising alternative methodology. R. Fielding [1] proposed REST 
architectural style, developed as an abstract model of the Web. The Web provides 
uniform interface and loosely coupled architecture, we can benefit scalable and load 
balancing, and searching. Web of Things [2] proposed REST based approach for 
integrating real-world devices to the Web. Using the Web, developers make a 
pervasive application likes a web application and even a web page.  

We developed the LinkMe as web based me-centric resources management system. 
By linking between resources and me, LinkMe provides me-centric overlay network, 
a private network of resources that the user can access. Also, the system supports 
granularity for fine-grained resource addressability. The user can decompose a 
resource or combine any physical and virtual resources to declare a new virtual 
resource. The declaration of the new virtual resource is described by HTML or JSON. 
A resource is identified by URI and addressed by URL. LinkMe follows REST 
architecture that provides an interface for accessing many resources of the device in a 
uniform way. The proposed system adopts a resources-oriented architecture and 
supports a set of RESTful APIs. Developers also write pervasive applications as web 
applications using familiar languages such as HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Next, we present related work in 
Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce system design and the next section we shows 
our prototype implementation. Finally, we conclude with a summary and outlook on 
future work in Section 5. 

2 Related Work 

This section gives an overview of related projects and technologies. The HP 
Cooltown [3] project aimed to provide an infrastructure for nomadic computing and 
focused on extending web technology. In this project, devices, people, and things 
have a web-presence identified by a URI. Gaia [4] is aiming for providing  
user-centric, resource-aware, multi-device, context-sensitive mobile services in  
active spaces. The Context File System in Gaia project builds a virtual directory 
structure based on context predicates and manages storages infrastructure’s view. 
Service oriented architectures (SOA) [5] can be used as base in order to realize 
suitable frameworks to develop pervasive applications. Web of Things [2] integrates 
real-world devices to the Web and applies REST principles to embedded devices. 
Previous pervasive system considers only the environment around user except user 
already owned and permitted resources. Also, these systems except Web of Things 
used CORBA [4] or SOAP for management and communication. 

There are many web-based approach for accessing devices. They define a set of 
APIs using JavaScript and write application using HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS. 
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Webinos [6] is a cross-device distributed middleware for web applications and 
widgets. It provides APIs for accessing device features and communication with 
others. Webinos is based the concept of personal zones, the set of all their devices. 
LG Open webOS [7] is web-centric platforms and applications can be written using 
either the Mojo or Enyo framework. PhoneGap [8] is platform-independent 
framework with a runtime providing standard APIs. The W3C Device APIs Working 
Group [9] is currently developing client-side device APIs. These approaches allow 
non-expert users to create or modify a web application using device feature easily. 
However, they concern only local resource. 

To manage all the resources that are available to the user, the proposed system 
builds me-centric resource overlay for user's point of view and manages web-enabled 
resources using HTTP method and URI. This system treats a resource as an atomic 
resource or as a set of the atomic resources and provides declaration methodology for 
giving resource granularity using web technologies. 

3 System Design 

In this section, we introduce our system design and a prototype implementation. 

3.1 Architecture and Concept 

In this section, we introduce our system design and a prototype implementation. We 
developed the LinkMe as a me-centric resources management system for pervasive 
environment based on web technologies. The proposed system builds me-centric 
overlay network and offers the Single Sign-On (SSO) service for communication 
among resources. LinkMe Server is a primary component and is responsible for 
managing resources that the user has an authority to access them even if they are 
connected different networks. It manages user information that contains a profile and 
accounts of services. Also, it considers social relations of the user and devices that are 
owned and shared to the user depending on user context. The proposed system deals 
with resources such as user information, social relations and devices; however, in this 
paper, we focus on management of device resources.  

Fig.1 depicts an example of pervasive environment around the user and resource 
trees of LinkMe. The resource tree shows available resources and their hierarchal 
relations. Fig.1 (b) shows resources in the office. All the resources in the office are 
registered on the LinkMe and the system is in charged of managing resources in the 
place and permission that who has an authority to access a resource. In Fig.1 (c) 
depicts resources on user’s perspective. The LinkMe of the user performs role 
management of owned and shared resources. A user’s smartphone connected 
telephone network and a printer are shared devices for family members. A computer 
is located near the user in pervasive environment and connected to a local network. 
Resources are shown in resource tree because the user can access them. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of LinkMe 
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contains summaries of events from a resource. Using these web technologies, 
pervasive application developers also write pervasive applications like as web 
applications using familiar language such as HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. Pervasive 
applications are able to use all the resources on the web following communication 
methodology of traditional a web server and client. 

3.2 Redesign Resource 

For taking many advantages, we apply web technologies on implementing the 
proposed system. The main advantage of web architecture is that there is now a de 
facto universal identification scheme for accessing networked resources. Because all 
resources are identified and addressed by URIs, assigning URI is important for 
managing resources. URI Template [12] provides a mechanism for assigning similar 
resources URIs and its variable parts can be easily identified and described. The 
notation of LinkMe URI is given in Table 1. LinkMe URI consists of three parts. The 
first part is an identifier of LinkMe Server and next part is entity identifier defined by 
URI Template and which notation rule is related on resource type. The user authority 
is decided depending user context. If the user owns a resource, access-type of 
resource is owned. When the resource is shared to the user, access-type is a place that 
resources are located in. Last is only an optional part represented resource granularity. 
The system supports decomposition of the device and the user can define a virtual 
resource in the device. The virtual resource is assigning the URI depending on 
hierarchal relations of the parent device.  

Table 1. LinkMe URI Notation 

Resource URI Notation Example URI 

Me /me http://alice.linkedme.org/me 
Device /devices/{access-type}/{resource-

type}/{resource-id} 
http://alice.linkedme.org/devices/own
/pc/uuid-1234 

Person /people/person/{person-id} http://alice.linkedme.org/people/perso
ns/bob 

Group /people/groups/{group-
id}/{person-id} 

http://alice.linkedme.org/people/grou
ps/friends/bob 

 
To declare granularity of a resource, we apply web technology. In the Web, 

browsers and servers do content negotiation, a mechanism to serve different 
representation of a resource at the same URI. HTML and JSON are typical 
representation of resources in the Web. HTML document is rendering resources on 
the web page and JSON is lightweight data-interchange format. We use HTML and 
JSON for declaring hierarchical relation on a device. Fig. 2 depicts an example that 
declares a television that is decomposed into four resources. HTML body is consists 
of three sections and the section is defined by HTML div tag and CSS class. The 
HTML document has a CSS link that is describing the presentation semantics for 
section. First is general information of a resource such as name, description. Next is 
resource granularity that the user declares a resource hierarchy and a new virtual 
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for accessing networked resources. URIs are identified and addressed web-enabled 
resources. Pervasive application developers write applications using familiar language 
such as HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. Also, the system provides a method for 
declaring granularity of a resource. The user is able to fine-grained control to the 
resources. We give example applications for testing feasibility of our system. 

We only focus on the device resources in the paper. As next step the system will 
consider social relation and social services that are tightly connected the user. We will 
be able to get more context and useful information from linked resources. 
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